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Campbell Law ranks 15th nationally
for ultimate bar passage per ABA
New data released by the American Bar Association shows that Campbell Law School ranks 15th nationally on ultimate bar passage, which
indicates bar exam passage within two years of graduation. Of the 140
Campbell Law graduates from the class of 2015 who have sat for the
bar exam, 97.86 percent (137 graduates) have successfully passed.
Campbell Law’s ultimate bar passage rate for the class of 2015 is the
highest of all North Carolina law schools.
“We certainly want every student that enrolls at Campbell Law School
to pass the bar exam the first time they sit for it, but the reality is
that bar exams have become increasingly difficult, pass rates have
declined, and it’s simply not realistic,” said Campbell Law Dean J. Rich
Leonard. “We tell prospective students from the moment that they begin the admissions process, as well as our current students throughout
their three years here, that we will stick with them until they get their
license. This report shows that we are true to our word, and that we
take this commitment as seriously as possible.”
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I just
returned
from a
remarkable few days in Vienna,
where I accompanied
four of our students who
comprise our Willem
Vis International Commercial Moot team. This
group has worked with
Judge Paul Ridgeway
and Adjunct Professor
Andy Penry for months
to prepare, which turns
out to be a good thing.
This is the largest and
most sophisticated law
school competition in the

world, with 357 teams
and 2000 arbitrators sitting as judges. All of the
Ivy League schools are
there, and from North
Carolina, Duke and us.
Our students have gone
up against teams from
Germany, France, Qatar
and Poland, and have
yet to see an American
judge. Expanding our
global outreach is part
of my mission, and after
a weekend of due diligence, this competition
will be a regular part.

Top 20 Ultimate Bar Passage Rates per ABA Data:
1. Baylor University - 100%
2. University of Wisconsin - 100%
3. University of Pennsylvania - 99.57%
4. Marquette University - 99.55%
5. University of Virginia - 99.44%
6. Yale University - 98.97%
7. University of Chicago - 98.96%
8. University of Washington - 98.95%
9. Stanford University - 98.91%
10. University of Iowa - 98.50%
11. Harvard University - 98.43%
12. University of Michigan - 98.28%
13. University of Florida - 98.03%
14. Florida International University - 97.87%
15. Campbell Law School - 97.86%
16. University of Connecticut - 97.83%
17. UC Berkeley - 97.75%
18. University of Kansas - 97.67%
19. University of Missouri - 97.58%
20. Ohio State University - 97.53%
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ALUMNI NEWS & NOTES
CLASS OF 1988

CLASS OF 2010

Brian S. Humpshrey
has been named to
the 2018 Texas Rising
Stars list.

Anthony “Tony”
Floyd has been named
the next president of
Mars Hill University
effective June 1.

CLASS OF 2011

CLASS OF 1999
Marshall Wall has
been appointed to
serve on the Privacy
and Information Security Law Specialty
Committee of the
State Bar Board of
Legal Specialization.

CLASS OF 2001
Susan Rawls Edwards married Joseph
Preston Strom on April 7 in Columbia, S.C.

John Rabon is now Special Projects
Coordinator for the City of Cayce, S.C.

CLASS OF 2016

Evin Grant is now the
Executive Director of
the North Carolina
Commission on Racial
and Ethnic Disparities
in the Criminal Justice
System.

CLASS OF 2008

Ryan Monk was named
an N.C. Legal Elite in
Estate Planning and
recognized as a 201718 N.C. Rising Star.

CONNECT WITH US!
Our alumni serve a vital role within the
Campbell Law community, and are frequently
called upon to assist with volunteer opportunities,
recruiting, assisting with mock interviews, informing us of market opportunities, hosting events, or
partnering with a student organization.
If you are interested in connecting with the law
school and serving our students, please contact
Campbell Law’s Assistant Dean of External
Relations Megan West Sherron at 919.865.5875
or by email at sherron@campbell.edu.
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SBA President Terrie Nelson addresses the audience at the
41st annual Law Day Celebration on March 17.

We welcome professional and personal updates from our alumni, and we encourage you to send photos.
For more information, contact: Brandon Yopp, Director of Communications & Marketing | yopp@campbell.edu | 919.865.5978
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Campbell Law among best schools for
practical training per preLaw magazine
Campbell Law School has
been selected as one of the
best schools in the country
for practical training by
preLaw magazine. Ranked
inside the top 38 nationally, Campbell Law graded
out at an A- for the second
consecutive year.
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Law school student advocates reach
Final Four at South Texas Challenge
In late March, Campbell Law student advocates reached the Final
Four of the South Texas Mock Trial Challenge for the fifth-straight
year, a Herculean feat at the nation’s largest invitation-only mock
trial competition. Hannah Wallace, Tatiana DeBerry, Anna Claire
Turpin, and Nichad David comprised the team, while Turpin won
one of eight outstanding advocate awards out of a field or more
than 100 competitors.

The complete list is available
via preLaw magazine website as well as its Spring 2018
issue on newsstands now.
“Our graduates are ready to
perform and lead from the
moment they pass the bar
exam,” said Campbell Law Dean J. Rich Leonard. “We’re delighted
that our hands-on curriculum and culture are being noticed for the
results that they produce.”
Campbell Law offers a plethora of opportunities for students to learn
by doing, including a nationally recognized advocacy program with five
national titles since 2012, a top tier externship program, an ABA Gambrell Award winning mentorship program, four clinics and numerous
pro bono and community service opportunities throughout the year.

Advocacy program grabs another
national title, first all-female crown
Campbell Law student advocates stole the show during the school’s
first ever appearance at the Capitol City Challenge National Invitational Mock Trial Competition in early March, bringing home a
national title and the award for best advocate in the finals.
The team was comprised of Latasia Fields, Meredith Kittrell, Alexandra Puszcynski, and Dale Stephenson. Kittrell brought home best
advocate in the final round, while Fields and Kittrell served as lawyers
throughout the entire stay. The group marks the first all-female group
of student advocates to win a national title at Campbell Law.
The team was coached by assistant professor Anthony Ghiotto and
2016 graduate and former Wallace Fellow Brittany Stiltner.
Campbell Law’s student advocates breezed through the opening
rounds prior to knocking off the University of Denver School of Law
in the semifinals. They then topped Stetson School of Law in the
finals to bring the hardware back to Raleigh.

“Once again, Campbell Law demonstrated it is among the very
best in law school advocacy,” said Campbell Law Director of the
Advocacy Program & Assistant Professor of Law Dan Tilly. “Hannah,
Tatiana, Anna Claire, and Nichad demonstrated that work ethic,
intellect, and talent combine to create success in the courtroom. As
second-year students, they prevailed over a host of experienced,
graduating third-year law students. I could not be prouder of their
effort and success.”
The team was coached by Campbell Law Director of the Advocacy
Program & Assistant Professor Dan Tilly, and 2017 Campbell Law
graduate Jacob Morse.
Hosted by South Texas College of Law in Houston, Texas, the
South Texas Mock Trial Challenge is one of the preeminent mock
trial competitions in the country. As the largest invitational trial
competition in America, the South Texas Mock Trial Challenge
hosts teams from across the nation. Most competing schools opt to
send their very best advocates, many of whom competed at other
national competitions this spring.

Old Kivett Advocacy Council Hosts 2018
Intramural Negotiation Competition
Campbell Law School’s Old Kivett Advocacy Council has announced the results of its 2018 Intramural Negotiation Competition, which was held at the law school March 27-28. Thirty-four
Campbell Law students participated in the competition.
Every student round was judged by local attorneys, from recent
Campbell Law graduates to well-established members of the North
Carolina Bar. After the preliminary rounds the field of 17 teams was
narrowed to five. A single elimination round was held to break a tie
for the fourth spot in the semifinals.
Following a full evening of negotiation, Kevin Littlejohn II and Justin
Hill emerged as winners, while Chamberlain Collier and Brooke
Webber were also finalists. Kevin Rivenbark and McKenna Ronan,
as well as Jess Santiago and Brittney Nelson, rounded out the
semifinalists.
Both the winning and finalist teams will represent Campbell Law
School at an ABA regional competition next fall.
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Professor Pryor receives Fulbright
U.S. Scholar Award to India

Campbell Law sets aspirational pro bono,
community service goal for students

Campbell Law Professor Scott
Pryor has received a Fulbright U.S.
Scholar Program award from The
U.S. Department of State and the J.
William Fulbright Foreign Scholarship Board. Beginning in January
2019, Pryor will spend five months
in India studying the implementation of the new Indian Insolvency
and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 with
a view toward publishing an article
comparing selected aspects of
Indian and U.S. business bankruptcy
law. If the Reserve Bank of India
implements the consumer debtor provisions of the new law before
he arrives, he will also investigate how the law affects individual debtors and their creditors.

Campbell Law Dean J. Rich Leonard has announced that the law
school’s faculty recently voted to adopt aspirational pro bono and
community service goals for its student body. Under the new policy,
all Campbell Law students in good academic standing should aspire to
complete a total of 50 hours of pro bono publico legal and law-related
services and community service. Students should aim to meet the
objective between the completion of 14 credit hours and the end of
their final semester of law school.

The award marks Pryor’s second Fulbright Award, having previously
lectured and co-taught in Jodhpur, Rajasthan in 2009.
“The Preamble to India’s Constitution says that India is a socialist, secular, democratic republic,” said Pryor. “For many years, all large industry
in India was owned by the state, either at the national or local level.
Beginning in the early 1990s, India moved to a more open market
economy and its big industries became privatized.
“Following privatization, Indian business became more open to the
world and began to experience more market failures and successes,
but the country had no legal means by which to deal with business
failure. Finally in 2016, India enacted a modern bankruptcy law and
implementation began the following year. This Fulbright Award will
provide me with an opportunity to study its implementation, how
it is working, and how it compares to our long-standing American
bankruptcy system.”
Pryor is one of over 800 U.S. citizens who will teach, conduct research,
and/or provide expertise abroad for the 2018-19 academic year
through the Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program. Recipients of Fulbright
awards are selected on the basis of academic and professional achievement as well as record of service and demonstrated leadership in their
respective fields.

The policy encourages students to provide at least 35 hours, without
compensation or academic credit, of pro bono legal services or pro
bono law-related public service, and to participate in community
service, resulting in a combination of at least 50 hours. Students can
choose from the 12 currently established Campbell projects or pursue
their own pro bono publico legal and law-related service opportunities according to their passion and interest.
“Campbell Law has historically preached that the practice of law is a
calling to serve others, and as time passes by we continue to stick to
that mantra,” said Leonard. “This new policy simply sets a target for
our students to reach throughout their tenure in law school, with the
goal in mind of making this standard operating procedure for their
careers moving forward as they become local leaders in law and public
service following graduation.”
Pro bono legal service is defined as aiding persons of limited means, or
charitable, religious, civic, community, governmental, and educational
organizations in matters which are designed primarily to address the
needs of persons of limited means.
Pro bono law-related public service includes participation in activities
or services aimed at improving the law, the legal system, or the legal
profession, where the payment of standard legal fees would significantly deplete the individual’s, group’s, or organization’s economic
resources or would be otherwise inappropriate.
Community service is defined as non-legal volunteer work in the
community and other uncompensated non-law-related public service.

“A Fulbright Award is a mark of great distinction for both the recipient
and the school, and we are very proud of Professor Pryor,” said
Campbell Law Dean J. Rich Leonard.
Pryor joined the Campbell Law with the beginning of the 2015-16
academic year. Boasting more than 17 years of commercial law practice, he teaches Bankruptcy, Contracts, and Sales and Leases courses
at Campbell Law.
Prior to Campbell Law, Pryor served on the faculty at Regent University School of Law beginning in August 1998. He was previously
a visiting professor at Campbell Law (2010-11), as well as a resident
scholar at the American Bankruptcy Institute in Washington, D.C.
(2013), Fulbright Scholar at the National Law University in Jodhpur,
India (2009), and visiting professor at Handong International Law
School in Pohang, South Korea (2006). He was also the director of
Regent’s Summer Program in International Human Rights in Strasbourg, France (2005 and 2008).
Pryor’s published scholarship focuses on the details, history, and
moral-political justification for the laws of the courses he teaches.
He also maintains Pryor Thoughts, an online blog on law, culture,
and tradition.

SUPPORT CAMPBELL LAW
Every gift to Campbell Law makes a difference.
Contribute online at our secure site: http://alumni.campbell.edu/lawgiving
For more information about giving opportunities, contact:
David Bohm, Director of Development
bohm@campbell.edu / 919.865.5977
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